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and the value of Mars sample return.
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Martian Meteorites & MSR

• Approximately 40 unpaired meteorites are 
acknowledged as samples derived from Mars. 

• The total mass of these samples exceeds 84 kg. 
All of them have an igneous origin and formed 
by the crystallization of basaltic magmas on or 
near the martian surface. 

• With such a large mass in hand, why is it critical 
to return an additional 0.5 to 1.0 kg of material 
from Mars? 



Outline of Presentation

What has been learned from 
martian meteorites?
What are questions posed by 
martian meteorites?
What is the value of Mars 
Sample Return?



What has been learned from martian
meteorites?

Mars is active!

Mars differentiated early!

Mars is complex!

Mars has groundwater!

Mars has a Dynamic and 
Evolving Atmosphere and 
Hydrosphere!



Mars is active!
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The relatively 
young ages of 
many martian
meteorites indicate 
that Mars was a 
dynamic planet in 
the recent past, 
capable of igneous 
processes, 
specifically melting 
of the martian
mantle.  
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Mars is active!
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The young ages 
further indicate that 
igneous processes are 
probably active on 
Mars today.

This would also drive 
recent crustal
hydrothermal systems.

Borg & Drake



Mars differentiated early!
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Model isochron
derived from martian
meteorites show that 
Mars differentiated 
rather quickly (~4.52 
Ga).

The products of this 
early differentiation 
did not remix for most 
of its history.

This early 
differentiation is 
consistent with the 
presence of a magma 
ocean, comparable to 
that inferred for the 
Moon. 

Ga



Mars is Complex!!

The array of martian basalt 
compositions implies that they 
were derived by mixing of two 
distinct sources produced 
during the early stages of 
martian differentiation. 
The super-chondritic Ca/Al of 
many of the martian basalts 
suggests that they may have 
been derived from MO 
cumulates that experienced 
the removal of garnet prior to 
their formation. 
Estimates of the crystallization 
conditions of martian basalts 
implies that the martian
mantle may be under a range 
of fO2 conditions from IW+1 to 
more oxidizing conditions 

From L. Borg
2006



Mars has “groundwater”.



Mars has groundwater.



What are questions posed by 
martian meteorites?

How abundant are H and C in the martian basalts 
and mantle?

Is martian magmatism essentially basaltic in 
composition?

What is the composition of the martian crust? 
How did Mars’ geochemical reservoirs remain 

isolated?
How well do low-T phases in martian meteorites 

preserve evidence of alteration processes on Mars? 
Is there evidence for martian biology in the martian

meteorites?



How abundant are H and C in the 
martian basalts and mantle?

The martian basalts contain 
only parts per million of 
indigenous magmatic H and C.
Were their parent magmas (and 
thus mantle) poor in H and C, or 
were these (and other) volatile 
elements lost on eruption or 
after crystallization? 

Decrease in 
B and Li

A.T.



Is martian magmatism essentially 
basaltic in composition?

After Gellert et al., 2006All martian meteorites 
are derived from 
basaltic magmas. Does 
this imply that all
martian magmatism is a 
product of mantle 
melting followed by 
crystallization under 
fairly anhydrous 
conditions?

Alternatively, does 
Mars produce all sorts 
of igneous rocks, and 
the martian meteorites 
are only a limited 
sample? 
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What is the composition of the 
martian crust?

The Moon illustrates an 
example of a planetary crust 
which is essentially a product 
of basaltic magmatism.
Based on the martian
meteorites, is such a model for 
the composition and evolution 
of the crust valid for Mars or 
does the martian crust exhibit 
a greater range of 
compositional diversity.
Is there evidence of a primary 
martian crust (ALH84001)? 
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What is the value of Mars 
Sample Return?

The martian meteorites 
present a bias view of Mars.

Provide geologic context
Provide ground truth
Follow the water 
Search for life 



The martian meteorites present a 
bias view of Mars. 

Orbital and surface missions have revealed that Mars has a 
plethora of distinct environments not represented in the 
meteorite collection. 
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Ground truth and geologic context 
an example from the Moon

FeO on
shaded relief,

Lunar Near Side

Places local samples into a
regional and planetary context

Gives ground truth to both remotely sensed
and surface observations

geochemistry
Mineralogy

ages of terrains



Follow the Water ?
Both orbital and surface missions have 
demonstrated that water has a central role 
in shaping the martian surface and 
perhaps the evolution of the martian crust. 
These previous missions have identified 
numerous lithologies that upon sampling 
will provide insights into fluid 
characteristics, sources of fluids, 
interactions with environments of biologic 
activity, and history-duration of fluid 
activity. 
Returned samples may be analyzed with a 
greater variety of analytical techniques 
than possible on the surface of Mars by 
rovers or remotely with orbiters.

Endurance Crater

Fluid composition
Conditions of precipitation

Fluid evolution
Timing of fluid-rock interaction

Fingerprints of life



Search for Life

Life and the history of life is 
inextricably connected with the 
physical factors of its 
environment.

The study of Mars as a 
possible home for life is a 
laudatory first step for the search 
for life during an initial sample 
return mission.
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